To guide the experimental design of a linear plasma device for studying the interaction between energetic ions and Alfvénic gap eigenmode (AGE), this work computes AGE referring to fusion conditions in a ultra-long large plasma cylinder ended with strong magnetic throats for axial confinement of charged particles. It is shown that:
work constructs deep magnetic throats at the ends of plasma cylinder, with modulation depth much bigger than that of in-between periodic magnetic ripples. It will reveal the minimum number and depth of magnetic ripples required for AGE formation, which is of great importance and practical interest for experimental design, together with the spatial characteristics of AGE. The discovered upward frequency shift for narrowing-down spectral gap may be also helpful to understand the frequency chirping of toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes driven by neutral beam ions. [29] [30] [31] Differently, in fusion plasmas energetic ions drive the formation of AGE and then continue to interact with it, whereas in the ongoing construction of linear plasma a local defect is artificially introduced to the system's periodicity to form AGE (present work) and then an energetic ion beam will be shot into the plasma for the latter interaction study. This separated processes could simplify the modeling effort and allow us to focus on the interaction physics in great detail.
Here different particle species (electron and ion) are labeled by the subscript α, and ω pα ≡ n α q 2 α /ε 0 m α is the plasma frequency, ω cα ≡ q α B 0 /m α is the cyclotron frequency, and ν α is a phenomenological collision frequency for each species. Please note that a total effective collision frequency comprising of original Coulomb collision and electron Landau damping is utilized, namely ν eff = ν ei + ν e-Landau = (n e e 2 /m e )η R + Λv the ω/v A , with η R the plasma resistivity, ν the the thermal velocity of electrons and Λ an adjusting parameter (Λ = 4 is used throughout this paper according to 17 ). It is assumed that the equilibrium magnetic field is axisymmetric with B 0r ≪ B 0z and B 0θ = 0, so that near axis expansion can be used for the field, i. e. B 0z is only dependent on z,
Referring to the experimental work of forming Alfvénic spectral gap in a low-temperature plasma cylinder, 17 a blade antenna is employed to excite m = 0 mode. For boundary conditions to determine the wave solution, an ideally conducting chamber is considered so that the tangential components of E vanish at the walls:
where L r and L z are the radius and length of the chamber, respectively; moreover, all field components must be regular on axis. The computational domain is shown in Fig. 2 with employed coordinate system (r; θ; z), uniform equilibrium magnetic field with ending throats, normalized radial density profile n i (r)/n i0 = exp(−75. 
III. COMPUTED WAVE FIELD
A. Uniform equilibrium field with ending throats
Two configurations of uniform equilibrium field with ending throats are illustrated in the dispersion curve is less wiggled. However, overall, higher field strength gives better agreement with the analytical curve due to much longer decay length. This agreement is also confirmed by the contour plot of Fig. 5(d) , as illustrated in Fig. 6(b) . The distance between wave front and the near endplate, which stands for the wave length, decreases when the frequency is increased and exhibits a hyperbolic shape. Recalling the analytical dispersion relation of λ = v A /f (equivalent to k z = 2πf /v A ), we plot this relation directly using on-axis conditions and overlay the obtained analytical curves with the contour plot and find that they agree quite well. Please note that the lower branch of green line is a direct visualization of λ(f ) function in an equivalent form of z(f ), because λ is proportional to z to the equilibrium field, respectively, making them easily observable in experiment. 17 Relatively the resonance peak in Fig. 8(b 2 ) is much more clear than that in Fig. 8(b 1 ), which can be attributed to the higher field strength that yields longer decay length of Alfvénic waves in Fig. 5 (d) than in Fig. 4(d) .
IV. GAP EIGENMODE DEPENDENCE A. Number of magnetic ripple
Because the machine length around 60 m and ripple depth of 0.5 are costly and challenging to implement in experiment, it is highly desirable to investigate the gap eigenmode dependence on the number (N ) and depth (ǫ) of magnetic ripples. First, we gradually cut off the ripples left to the antenna, and run EMS for shortened plasma cylinder with all other conditions unchanged. Figure. 9 shows the axial variations of strongest AGE for three typical values of N : 18, 12, 8. It can be seen that the gap eigenmode remains nearly the same when N is reduced from 18 ( Fig. 7) to 12 but becomes a little stronger for N = 8.
However, the wavelength of AGE is always twice the system's period, which is consistent with Bragg's law, 11 and the magnitude always peaks at the defect location. 
B. Depth of magnetic ripple
Then we keep N = 12 and vary ǫ from 0.5 to 0.1. Figure. 10 shows the resulted dependence of strongest AGE for three typical values of ǫ: 0.5, 0.3, 0.1. It seems that there exists a certain value of depth, for which the eigenmode magnitude is maximum, for example around ǫ = 0.3. More importantly, an upward frequency shift can be seen clearly as the depth of magnetic ripple drops, agreeing with a previous observation. 20 Although detailed physical explanation has not yet been given, it is consistent with a recent finding that the whole spectral gap moves to higher frequency region as the depth is reduced. 37 Recalling that this modulation depth is proportional to the width of spectral gap (▽f /f 0 = ǫ), [17] [18] [19] this seems be a flute-like effect that the resonant cavity (spectral gap) shrinks so that the gap eigenmode frequency grows, similar to the tone tuning of a flute by shortening the resonant air column.
Therefore, it suggests that a linear plasma machine with 8 magnetic ripples (or length of 30 m) and modulation depth of 0.3 is enough and best for the AGE observation.
V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
For experimental implementation of this AGE, there are four possible issues to concern:
(i) the dissipative processes in the plasma will not destroy the gap-mode resonance (e. g. through varying electron temperature and plasma radius), (ii) there should be an axial slot in the conducting ring if employed as a local defect to prevent the formation of induced azimuthal current, (iii) the radial density profile if controllable does not yield continuum damping resonance of Alfvénic mode, and (iv) the range of frequency scan need be broad enough to cover the possible frequency shift when varying the depth of magnetic ripples.
However, there is no visible fundamental barrier that is unsolvable in experiment, and
given that the strength of formed AGE can be in order of 3.1 × 10 −4 to the equilibrium field strength, this observation is very promising referring to the diagnostic results in 17 . The effect of this gap eigenmode on particle transport is that once driven to large amplitude the mode can change the particle orbit of motion, through resonances between wave phase velocity and orbital frequencies, and eventually change the transport rate. [38] [39] [40] [41] Unfortunately, quantitive calculations using measured mode amplitudes underestimate the observed fast-ion transport at present, and detailed identification of nonlinear transport mechanism is immature in experiment. 5 This paper is critical for the design of a linear low-temperature plasma device with remarkable diagnostic resolutions in both space and time, which aims to study the interaction physics between AGE and energetic particles and is believed to be capable of improving our understanding of the involved particle transport mechanism significantly.
In summary, the present work computes Alfvénic waves propagating in a linear plasma ended with magnetic throats, which are designed to confine the axial movement of charged particles. Once confined the energetic ions can interact with AGE many times as happened in toroidal fusion plasmas. The radial and axial variations of wave field for uniform equilibrium field between magnetic throats are presented, for both single and multiple driving frequencies, showing a robust structure which is free of continuum damping resonance and agrees well with shear Alfvénic branch. The effects of magnetic throat on Alfvénic waves include narrowing radial mode structure, enhancing mode strength, and accumulating wave energy. For periodic equilibrium field with local defect, AGE is clearly formed inside spectral gap. It is a standing wave localized around the defect location and has wavelength twice the system's period, consistent with Bragg's law. This mode behaves insensitive to the reduction of magnetic ripples from 18 to 8, but experiences an upward frequency shift when the depth of magnetic mirrors drops from 0.5 to 0.1. The latter may be caused by a flute-like effect that the shrinking resonant cavity (namely spectral gap) forces the mode frequency to increase, similar to the upward tone tuning of a flute when the air column is
shortened. This work is of great practical interest for designing a linear plasma machine to form AGE and further study its interaction with confined energetic ions, together with the nonlinear behavior and turbulence of Alfvénic waves and other relevant frontiers of physics.
